Make a permanent record of your research by publishing a GSA volume.

**AUTHOR PERKS**

- Responsive editorial staff
- Included in the Web of Science; contribute toward H-factors
- Peer-reviewed
- Indexed in CrossRef, GeoRef, and abstract services
- Online and print distribution
- Global marketing
- Accepted Special Paper and Memoir chapters appear online ahead of print: www.gsapubs.org
- Included in the Clarivate Analytics Book Citation Index
- Copyediting

Submit your proposal to books@geosociety.org. Please include: (a) author or volume editor names and affiliations, (b) tentative title, (c) tentative table of contents including section/chapter titles and chapter authors (for edited volumes), (d) a one-page project description, and (e) a tentative date for initial submission. The Science Editor will review the proposal to assess scientific merit, the audience, and whether GSA is a good match as publisher.

If the Science Editor accepts the proposal, author(s) will receive email invitations to submit a manuscript to GSA’s manuscript tracking system.


**Submission, Review, and Decision Process**

1. **For a single-author or co-authored book:** After manuscript submission, the Science Editor will have the manuscript reviewed, ask for revisions, and either accept or reject it through the tracking system.

2. **For an edited volume:** Once the chapter manuscripts have been submitted, the volume editor(s) will send each paper out for review to at least two experts who are not affiliated with the volume.

3. Reviewer and volume editor comments will be sent to authors through the tracking system, which will assign a deadline for submission of revisions.

4. After completing their revisions, authors will submit their revised chapter and a detailed response to the reviews through the tracking system.

5. The volume editor will examine the revision and forward an initial decision to the Science Editor, who may then request further reviews or revisions, or accept or reject the revised chapter. If a chapter is accepted, GSA staff will begin production for the manuscript.

In order to be considered for publication, each book or chapter must have: (a) an original manuscript, (b) 2 or more peer reviews, (c) a revised manuscript, and (d) detailed documentation explaining changes made in response to individual reviews and editor comments.

**Questions:** books@geosociety.org

**Science Editors:** Richard A. Davis, Texas A&M University, Corpus Christi;
Christian Koeberl, University of Vienna
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